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Bicycle Fun Facts

Most kids like to ride [ Noun ]. Did you know they've been around for at least [ Number ] years?

If you're like most kids, you've Verb Past Tense a bicycle. Bikes are [ Animal ]-powered and most

have wheels, two [ Noun Plural ], a frame, handlebars, and a [ Noun ]. There's also a [

Noun ] that help the back wheel move. Nothing too Verb Present ends in ING , right? Would you be [

Verb Past Tense ] to learn that a man in Location built a bicycle that could be ridden by [

Number ] people at the same time? This [ Adjective ] bike was 140 feet long and had [

Number ] wheels! Adverb , a bicycle only has two wheels; the prefix 'bi-' means 'two.' The

longest two-wheeled bicycle was 67 feet long and held 35 Noun Plural ! Here are some other facts about

Noun Plural . The famous [ Noun ] and [ Noun ] Leonardo da Vinci drew a plan for a

bicycle-like invention over 500 years ago, but he never built one. A bicycle with one wheel is called a [

Noun ], and one with three wheels is called a [ Noun ]. The first use of the word 'bicycle' was in

Location almost 160 years ago. Before they were called bicycles, bikes were called [ Noun Plural ] 

which is pronounced vuh-LAH-suh-peedz. In the mid-1800s, [ First Name of a Person Full Name of a 

Person ] built a velocipede that had wooden wheels and a [ Adjective ] iron frame. It was called the

'boneshaker,' so you can probably imagine what Verb Present ends in ING it was like! The Wright Brothers,

famous for building the first controlled [ Noun ], built and sold bicycles before they became interested in

[ Verb Present ends in ING ]. Today, about Number million bicycles are built every year. There are

about [ Adverb ] as many bicycles as cars in the world. The penny farthing, also called a high-wheeled

bicycle,



had a huge front [ Noun ] and a smaller rear wheel. It was named after two coins in England which were

of different [ Noun Plural ], like the wheels on the bicycle. The front wheel was as much as

Number feet across! A bicycle doesn't actually [ Verb Base Form ] you any energy; you [

Verb Base Form ] the same energy on a bicycle that you do while [ Verb Present ends in ING ]. What the

bicycle does do, is make you go [ Adjective ]! You can [ Verb Base Form ] up to three times faster on

a bicycle while using the [ Adjective ] amount of energy as walking.
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